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1.

The Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission (the
Commission) is a statutory body created by the United
Kingdom Parliament through the Northern Ireland Act 1998.
It has a range of functions including reviewing the adequacy
and effectiveness of Northern Ireland law and practice relating
to the protection of human rights, 1 and advising on whether a
Bill is compatible with human rights. 2 In all of that work, the
Commission bases its positions on the full range of
internationally accepted human rights standards, including the
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), other treaty
obligations in the Council of Europe and United Nations
systems, and the non-binding ‘soft law’ standards developed
by the human rights bodies.

2.

The Commission has from time to time given formal evidence,
or made presentations, to legislatures other than the Northern
Ireland Assembly or the UK Parliament, and while this is the
first occasion on which it has addressed a submission to the
Court of Tynwald, it is on a matter that clearly engages the
human rights of people in Northern Ireland who benefit from
the current freedom of movement between our islands. The
Commission therefore welcomes the opportunity to provide
this briefing to the Standing Committee on Constitutional
Matters in relation to the Common Travel Area (CTA) reforms
and the introduction of e-borders relating to the Immigration
(Isle of Man) (Amendment) Order 2010.
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3.

The Commission has engaged extensively with the Home
Office and Westminster parliament in relation to the proposed
CTA reforms (including e-borders) in relation to which we
have a number of human rights compliance concerns.
Reforms to the CTA relating to the Isle of Man will impact on
Northern Ireland both directly in relation to routes between
Douglas and Belfast, but also more broadly as the Home
Office may seek to replicate reforms introduced in relation to
the island elsewhere. Likewise, much of what we say below,
drawing from our past submissions, that concerns checks on
the land border on the island of Ireland could have relevance
for the application of controls on the Isle of Man.

4.

The Common Travel Area between the UK, the Republic of
Ireland, the Channel Islands and Isle of Man has existed
essentially as a free movement zone since the 1920s. 3 The
CTA is described by the British Government as permitting
British and Irish citizens “to move freely between the
jurisdictions without the requirement to carry a passport”. 4
Section 1(3) of the Immigration Act 1971 provides for arrival
in and departure from the UK from or to elsewhere in the CTA
not to be subject to control and for persons not usually to
require leave to enter the UK from elsewhere in the CTA,
subject to certain exceptions.

5.

Far-reaching reforms to the CTA were first consulted on by
the UK Home Office in July 2008. The reforms would end the
CTA as a passport-free zone, by introducing routine passport
control at CTA ports on air and sea routes. The UK
government also planned to introduce targeted mobile checks
along the land border between the Republic of Ireland and
Northern Ireland. 5 In order to do this the UK Government
sought to include a clause in what is now the Borders,
Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009 to remove the
exemption of all CTA journeys from passport control. 6 The
powers would also have enabled the UK government to
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introduce the e-borders scheme on CTA routes, involving the
swiping of passports and UK/EEA identity cards. In addition
to noting that this would compel many persons to obtain UK
identity cards, the Commission’s primary concern has been
that the type of enforcement activity proposed in Northern
Ireland, on the land border with the Republic of Ireland, would
considerably increase the scope for racial discrimination. This
concern was also shared and articulated by a number of peers
when the Bill was discussed in the House of Lords. The CTA
reform clause was then heavily defeated in a House of Lords
vote and was subsequently withdrawn from the Bill in the
Commons.
6.

In addition to practical issues and the Commission’s concerns
relating to racial discrimination, peers also raised concerns
that the logical outcome of the reforms would be the
introduction of controls on air and sea routes from Northern
Ireland to Great Britain. This would constitute internal
immigration control and impact on freedom of movement
within the UK. Reportedly the British government had
proposed to introduce checks on flights from Belfast to Great
Britain, but facing opposition did not include this in the Bill. 7
Subsequently Government proposed document checks on
domestic journeys (between Northern Ireland and Great
Britain only) 8 through powers under alternative immigration
legislation, namely, the Immigration, Asylum and Nationality
Act 2006 (as amended by section 14 of the Police and Justice
Act 2006). Within such a measure, document checks would
not be conducted by UKBA officers but the responsibility
would in effect be delegated to carriers. Government
indicated that it intended to consult separately on this matter,
including on which identity documents will be accepted; this
consultation has yet to take place.

7.

Since the defeat of the measures in Westminster the Home
Office has indicated the CTA reforms are merely ‘on hold’ and
that it will seek alternative legislative vehicles for their
introduction. Over a long period of time the Home Office has
continued to indicate that the matter is still under
consideration, and no clauses were included in the Draft
Immigration Bill published in November 2009, 9 the UKBA
indicating at that time that clauses would be included in the
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final Bill. 10 The British Government has expressly not ruled
out using secondary legislation (an Order in Council under
Section 10 of the 1971 Immigration Act) to introduce the land
border checks. 11 This would bypass the level of parliamentary
scrutiny involved in primary legislation, and peers were so
concerned that the ad hoc land border checks would be
introduced through this mechanism that they pressed for
division and voted through an amendment to prevent such
checks being introduced by Order in Council. 12
8.

The risks of racial discrimination are furthered by selective
checks, either directly by UKBA or when duties are in effect
subcontracted to carriers. Selective checks could occur if
persons are singled out and expected to prove their identity
(nationality, migration status etc.) when there is no legal
requirement to do so. Selective checks could also take place
where power is taken to demand the presentation of ID but it
is only selectively enforced, or particular forms of ID are
accepted from some but not others. 13

9.

In addition to planning checks to be phased in on air and sea
routes, the Home Office proposed not to reintroduce
permanent, fixed checkpoints on the Irish land border but to
introduce mobile checks on a ‘risk led’ basis. The CTA
consultation proposals envisaged “ad hoc immigration checks
on vehicles to target non-CTA [British/Irish] nationals”. 14 The
Home Office subsequently stated that such checks would be
‘intelligence led’ on persons both arriving in and leaving
Northern Ireland 15 and stated that while there would be ‘no
fixed document requirement’ on the land border for British
and Irish citizens, persons who were ‘unable to satisfy the
UKBA’ that they were British or Irish citizens would be ‘subject
to investigation.’ 16

10.

If operations are ‘intelligence led’ the Commission is
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concerned that the level of ‘intelligence’ information used may
be as low as a member of the public telephoning the UKBA
because he or she ‘thinks’ that he or she has spotted persons
who might be immigration offenders. During parliamentary
scrutiny the Minister gave the clearest details to date on how
ad hoc checks would operate. Arguing that passengers will be
selected on the basis of “intelligence and risk”, he outlined
that on the busy main Belfast-Dublin route the UKBA would
“…target the odd bus, minibus or taxi, because our experience
has shown that those are much more likely to be a threat”
and added that a broader range of vehicles would be targeted
on quieter roads. 17 Regardless of whether an actual duty to
carry ‘a’ document is brought in, clearly all those stopped
under enforcement operations will be expected to ‘satisfy’
UKBA officers that they are British or Irish citizens through
producing passports, other ID documents or otherwise. NonCTA nationals would also be expected to satisfy UKBA officers
through similar means.
11.

The Home Office argues that ad hoc checks would target nonCTA citizens. The clear question, in the context of ethnic
diversity, is how those policing the land border are going to be
able to determine who is a British or Irish citizen and who is
not. Who, on indicating that they are not carrying any
documents (given that they may have no obligation to do so),
will be allowed to proceed, and who will be subject to further
examination and even arrest and detention until identity is
verified? If a document requirement is introduced, which
documents will be accepted and from whom? If non-CTA
nationals are expected to carry passports or national ID cards,
and British or Irish citizens to carry ‘a’ document, how will
UKBA patrols know who is compelled to carry a passport or
national ID card? For example, a Northern Ireland driving
licence (rightly) does not state nationality; from whom will it
be accepted as proof of CTA nationality?

12.

Any practice of singling out persons visibly from a minority
ethnic background is not acceptable. The Commission
expressed deep concerned at measures that lead to any form
of racial profiling and, therefore, impact on minority ethnic
persons who are crossing or even just living, or working, near
the land border. The potential outcome is that minority ethnic
persons would have to constantly carry identity papers of a
nature likely to satisfy officers as to their nationality, or face
frequent questioning regarding their status and, potentially,
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be subjected to detention.
13.

Racial profiling is not a human rights-compliant exercise. 18
The Commission has consistently raised concerns at measures
that may directly or indirectly constitute racial profiling.
Racial profiling engages Articles 8, 10, 11 and 14 ECHR, and
other international standards to which the UK is a party.
Racial profiling in immigration enforcement has been held by
the UN Human Rights Committee to breach the internationally
recognised human right to non-discrimination. 19 The
Commission was therefore concerned that the proposed
enforcement activity on the Irish land border could lead to
racial profiling, as could selective checks conducted elsewhere
as part of the broader CTA reforms.

Motivation for the Common Travel Area reforms
14.

The Commission has noted that empirical evidence relating to
the CTA was not provided to justify the necessity of the CTA
reforms, the case for which appeared to rely on general
statements or assumptions. The two published documents in
relation to the Common Travel Area consultation focused
entirely on routine immigration control matters and did not
mention either terrorism or crime. 20 In addition, another
published document, the final impact assessment, stated that
the CTA “is purely an immigration arrangement; other
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agencies such as HMRC still operate controls on passengers
and traffic entering the UK from another part of the CTA”. 21
The discourse appeared to change during parliamentary
debate when the Minister stated “The point of doing it [the
CTA reforms] is to get at the criminals and the terrorists.” 22
Also in the run up to the vote on the CTA clause, the Serious
and Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) provided extensive
reports to a Belfast newspaper, highlighting alleged terrorism
and organised crime threats facilitated by the land border.
15.

The Commission expressed concern about the implications of
the sudden shift in discourse. It first asked why, if agendas
unconnected with immigration control were part of the CTA
reforms, the British Government overlooked mentioning this
in the CTA consultation documents, and in addition how the
proposed routine immigration control activity on the land
border ‘targeting non-CTA nationals’, could in any way
address crime or security issues that, on past experience, are
much more likely to involve British and Irish citizens. The
Commission was concerned at the risk such discourse could
feed racially-constructed stereotypes by appearing to conflate
migration with criminality, or migrants with terrorism, and
urged Government to put considerable thought and care into
the way it was attempting to justify the CTA reforms.
Secondly, the Commission was concerned at the implications
if UKBA officers were actually given any further role in relation
to counter-terrorism and organised crime matters that are
properly the role of police officers, for whom there are
different training and accountability structures.

E-borders
16.

21
22

The desire to introduce of e-borders on CTA routes would
appear to be a significant factor in the attempted CTA
reforms. As E-borders involve the swiping of passports (or
EEA/UK ID cards being used as passports within the EEA) its
introduction on CTA routes would effectively end the CTA as a
passport free zone. It is difficult to see how the UK
Government could do this without first securing parliamentary
support to amend the restriction on (passport) control being
applied to CTA routes contained in the Immigration Act 1971.
The intention set out in the Explanatory Notes to the
Immigration (Isle of Man) (Amendment) Order 2010 is for
passports ‘as a matter of policy’ not being required for Isle of
Man journeys to Northern Ireland (or Great Britain and the
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Channel Islands) but being required on (the present) CTAroute to the Republic of Ireland in the future. 23 It is notable
that this is not set out on the face of the proposed legislation
and the power to direct the form and manner of information
and specify which passenger information is required resides
with the Governor.
17.

The Commission has not examined in detail any UKBA
implementation proposals should Tynwald decide to approve
the Immigration (Isle of Man) (Amendment) Order 2010.
However we note the correspondence to the Committee from
the Steam Packet Company. 24 This references a ‘verbal’
response from UKBA officials that the identity verification
duties proposed for carriers will not be applied to ferry vehicle
passengers. Not only does this raise questions regarding the
assertion that these measures are in any way necessary (if
they can simply be bypassed by travelling in a vehicle) but
also indicates that the UKBA intends to apply the powers
selectively. The Commission would suggest that the
Committee addresses the desirability of legal certainty as to
how, when and under what circumstances any powers that
are agreed to by the legislature will be exercised, so as to
prevent their arbitrary use and reduce the risk of racial
discrimination. In general, legal certainty can be afforded by
powers– and limitations on their exercise – being set out
explicitly in the legislation.

18.

As the Committee will be aware, the legality of the application
of the e-borders scheme in relation to European Union law has
been questioned. In its most recent report on the matter the
House of Commons Home Affairs Committee stated that the
“e-Borders programme is … as far as we can ascertain, likely
to be illegal under the EU Treaty.” 25 The question of
incompatibility with freedom of movement within the
European Union relates to the requirements for passenger
information to be provided in advance, hence restricting or
preventing the journeys of passengers who wish to simply
‘turn up and go’. E-Borders requires the disclosure of
Advanced Passenger Information (API - also known as Travel
Document Information as it refers to the data held on the
readable zone of the passport or identity document); it also
requires disclosure of such other information on the passenger
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as the airline/or ship company may hold, known as Passenger
Name Record data (PNR). 26
19.

Following earlier concerns raised by the Home Affairs
Committee the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission
sought clarification from the Home Office as to how it now
intended to apply e-borders in relation to the European Union.
The Home Office provided a copy of a formal response from
the European Commission to the UKBA stating that the eborders scheme would only be compatible with Directives
(1995/46/EC on data protection, and 2004/38/EC on freedom
of movement) if the UKBA honoured concessions
(“clarifications, commitments and assurances”) that it had
now given the European Commission, and only while such
commitments were “met in their entirety and in a legally
binding matter” and in “regulations, internal rules of conduct
and all other public documents and websites”. This only
covers API: the UKBA had provided an assurance that PNR
would not be collected for intra-EU travel until this was
provided for in EU legislation on PNR. The main concessions
were listed as:
•
•
•

EU citizens and their family members will not be refused
entry/exit or incur any sanctions if their passenger data is
unavailable to the UKBA for any reason;
Carriers will not incur sanctions if they cannot transmit
data through no fault of their own;
Carriers will be instructed by the UKBA not to deny
boarding to travellers of any nationality who do not
communicate API to the operator, and that provision of API
data to operators is neither compulsory nor made a
condition of purchase and sale of the ticket. 27

20.

A copy of this correspondence is included as an Appendix to
this submission.

21.

The Commission commends the attention that Tynwald has
given to this important matter and looks forward to following
your further deliberations, and future legislative
developments.
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